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Abstract—Software clustering is a common technique applied to simplify reverse engineered software models. These algorithms commonly classify similarity between nodes based on their relationships. However little research exists that discusses the importance of the direction of these relationships.

In this paper we provide empirical data for how treating direction in entity relationships affect the recovery accuracy of hierarchical clustering algorithms. We test variations of a hierarchical clustering algorithm on several open-source systems and compare their results, and conclude that relationship direction does not have a significant impact on recovery accuracy. As such, researchers may opt to implement hierarchical clustering algorithms using only one direction of relations instead of both, and still get similar results for less computational cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hierarchical clustering algorithms in reverse engineering commonly define features of nodes as their relationships to other nodes. This idea originates from Schwanke and Platoff’s paper ”Cross references are features” [1]. Schwanke and Platoff also propose distinguishing between user-names (features representing other entities that use the entity) from names-used (features representing what the entity is using). Neither whether both of these two variants of relationship features are taken into account, nor whether they are distinguished, is something later researches are explicit about, and no rationale is given for why they are or are not. Likewise, Schwanke and Platoff’s proposal contains no justification to why this separation should be done. More specifically, they do not provide any empirical data comparing the differences between including or not including both features as well as separating or combining them.

Hence we will examine the different outcomes of including user-names and names-used relationships, as well as classifying them differently versus ignoring their direction. We present the following hypotheses:

- $H^1_0$ - Including user-names in addition to names-used does not increase the recovery accuracy of hierarchical clustering algorithms.
- $H^1_1$ - Including user-names in addition to names-used increases the recovery accuracy of hierarchical clustering algorithms.
- $H^3_0$ - Distinguishing between names-used and user-names when calculating cluster similarity does not increase the recovery accuracy of hierarchical clustering algorithms.
- $H^3_1$ - Distinguishing between names-used and user-names when calculating cluster similarity increases the recovery accuracy of hierarchical clustering algorithms.

We will test these hypotheses by implementing variations of a hierarchical clustering algorithm where relationship direction is handled differently and compare their results. The tests will be done on several open-source systems of various domains and size. This data can then be used to find how directions should be treated in order to get the highest accuracy in hierarchical clustering algorithms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II contains definitions of concepts used in the paper. Section III contains motivation behind the research, while section IV contains background information and related research. Section V explains our methodology, section VI contains the results of the tests, and in section VII we discuss the results. In section VIII we discuss the limits of our research and recommendations for further research, and finally, we give our conclusion in section IX.

II. DEFINITIONS

The following list contains definitions of concepts used in this paper.

- **Reverse engineering** - Recreating or extracting information from a system, e.g. the software architecture [2]. In this paper we use reverse engineering and recovery interchangeably.
- **Cluster** - A grouping of entities, in our case classes.
- **Hierarchical clustering** - A method of building binary trees of clusters, paired together based on cluster similarity. Hierarchical clustering algorithms are generally divided into two types; agglomerative, where clusters are paired bottom up, and divisive, where one large cluster is split top down [3].
- **Feature vector** - A vector defining the features of an entity (e.g. class) that are used when comparing the entity to others [4].
- **Dependency** - A dependency occurs from component A to component B when component A depends on component B by for example calling one of component B’s methods. Denoted in graphs by an arrow from A to B (A→B, cf. fig 1). During data extraction we regard a class X as being...
dependent on Y if the typename for Y occurs anywhere inside the declaration or definition of X.

- **Names-used** - The entities an entity is using, i.e. which entities it has a dependency to [1].
- **User-names** - The entities that are using an entity, i.e. which entities that have a dependency to it [1].
- **Weighted Combined Algorithm (WCA)** - A hierarchical clustering algorithm created by Maqbool and Babri [4] which is the most successful hierarchical algorithm. We will use this algorithm for our tests.
- **MojoFM** - An algorithm that measures how similar two sets of clusters are, expressed as a percentage [5]. We will use MojoFM to compare our algorithm implementations.

### III. Motivation

Schwanke and Platoff’s paper gives no motivation for why both feature kinds should be including, nor why they should be distinguished between [1]. We will in the following section try to provide motivation for doing so.

#### A. Including user-names in the feature vector

Many cluster algorithms in information retrieval use the concept of feature vectors. A feature vector denotes the properties of an object that can then be used to classify an object and its similarity towards other objects. In the context of clustering software components with the sibling link approach, the feature vector denotes the relations a component have in a dependency graph. For example, when two components X and Y both depend on component Z, they are seen as sharing the feature Z. Using the words of Schwanke and Platoff, X and Y can be referred to as users or "user-names" and Z as "names-used" [1]. Although they give no rationale to why one should include the names of users in the feature vector, it is simple to present a case where the final result is improved by doing so. The rationale we give for our first hypothesis is that including user-names features causes components to be similar even when there is an absence of a shared dependency, if there exists a shared context from which they are used. For example, figure 1 denotes a graph of four components. In this graph, 3 and 4 would be deemed similar if "names-used" are included in the usage vector because of their shared dependency 1, whereas 1 and 2 would only be deemed similar if "user-names" are included because they are both used by 4.

#### B. Separating names-used and user-names in the feature vector

Schwanke and Platoff make a clear distinction between the relationships components have to each other and they distinguish "user-names" features from "names-used" by tagging user-names features with # and names-used with & [1]. Yet they do not provide the rationale for this separation (we will attempt to in the next paragraph) and it is often very unclear whether researchers follow this idea of distinguishing names-used and user-names. For example, in their paper Maqbool and Babri mention only that "edges represent the features of the nodes they connect, and similarity is measured by looking at features that two nodes have in common" [4, p.2], while they further down in their paper mention what kinds of dependencies they count as features (routines, global variables, and user types) [4].

We will now discuss the impact of not distinguishing between names-used and user-names features and give rationale for distinguishing them. One can ignore the directions of component relationships by looking only at them as connectors between entities that either exists or not. However, this means components that use a component Z will be deemed similar to components being used by component Z. We would argue that classifying relationships differently depending on whether they imply using or being used copes more accurately with the way we naturally layer components. For example, fig. 2 depicts a system of three layers, A, B, and C, where every class in A are used by classes in B, which in turn are used by classes in C. This follows a common philosophical idea in layered design which is that there exists a constant direction (either up or down) through which dependency flows [6], [7]. Following this philosophy, it does not make sense to ignore the direction of the relationships classes in A and C has to those in B. This would merge A and C’s classes creating only two distinct clusters. Furthermore these two clusters B and AC would then indirectly create a circular reference on the subsystem level, something which is usually avoided within software design [8].

### IV. Background

Documentation covering system designs often fall behind the present state of systems and may sometimes be lacking in detail or not exist at all. A fast way to recover missing documentation is to rely on reverse engineering [9]. However, reverse engineered models have a tendency to become overly complex since they do not contain the abstraction mechanisms usually applied manually by architects [10]. Some of these abstractions can be achieved by methods of filtering software entities. Another important simplification mechanism is reorganizing software into subsystems. Using clustering algorithms, reverse engineered software models can be re-modularized into new subsystems. These new subsystems can be used as models to help understand a legacy system or be used as proposals for re-factoring and criticize current architectures.
A. Clustering algorithms

The most successful clustering algorithms can be characterized as those relying on developing similarity functions [11] or those using structural discovery together with a quality metric. Examples of the latter are Bunch [12], "Architectural Recovery using Concerns" (ARC) [13], and "Algorithm for Comprehension-Driven Clustering" (ACDC) [14], three clustering algorithms that do not use similarity functions. However, as shown by Garcia et al. [15] even the most promising methods based on similarity functions, such as Maqbool and Babri’s WCA [4], are outperformed by both ACDC and ARC. Out of the 8 systems tested by Garcia et al., ARC and ACDC produced an average accuracy of 58.76% and 55.94% respectively, whereas WCA attained an average of 43.58% accuracy.

B. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering

When it comes to clustering algorithms using similarity functions, they are most commonly based on a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm which in turn is the most popular algorithms used in design recovery [16]. The most successful hierarchical agglomerative algorithms are the Scalable Information Bottleneck (LIMBO) [17] and WCA [18].

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithms creates clusters bottom up by continuously merging the two most similar clusters. In software clustering similarity is defined as a function over two clusters’ feature vectors where the feature vectors describe the clusters’ relationships to other clusters.

C. Linkage methods

When a non-singleton cluster is formed it should be able to be contained in another cluster. For this to happen one needs to compare the similarity between non-singleton clusters and other clusters. A linking method is therefore used to transfer similarity measures from child clusters into the newly formed parent cluster.

Maqbool and Babri proposed a new algorithm for finding the similarity of a newly formed cluster with another cluster, or rather how to define the feature vector of a non-singleton cluster [4]. Previous methods simply used the union or intersection of the two feature vectors. The combined weighted linkage however, keeps track of how many nodes out of the total nodes in a cluster has said feature. When calculating association coefficients the sum of the intersection of features appearing in both clusters is then weighted by the number of nodes in each cluster that share a certain feature in relation to the cluster’s size.

Because the cluster size is taken into account the features become non-binary instead of binary, i.e. instead of a component having a feature or not there is a degree to how important the feature is. Furthermore, Maqbool and Babri propose a new similarity metric for non-binary features called the unbiased-Ellenberg:

$$E_u = \frac{1/2 \times Ma}{1/2 \times Ma + b + c}$$

"Here Ma represents the sum of features that are common in both entities, and b and c represent the count of features that are present in one entity and not in the other” [4, p.6]. Their unbiased-Ellenberg is based on the Ellenberg metric, which in turn is the non-binary counterpart of the Jaccard coefficient that has been proven to produce good results [19].

D. Accuracy versus comprehension

We believe that most subsystems that exist in as-is architectures to some extent serve a purpose for comprehensibility (although it may not be their main purpose). Likewise, most efforts that have been done to increase comprehension has proven efficient in recovery accuracy comparisons [15].

There is also the fact that what defines a meaningful or comprehensible subsystem is vague and varies between domains and among different people, which is partly a reason for the low accuracy rating of the current state-of-the-art clustering algorithms. This is not an argument for not applying comprehension research, but just a mention that it requires consulting with domain experts, something that was out of scope for our research. Finally, there is also the fact that there seem to exist a lot of academic interest in clustering for recovery accuracy [4], [5], [15], [13], [16] as well as a big body of knowledge for which we want to increase understanding, investigate methods, and increase replicability.

V. Methodology

In order to test our hypotheses we will run four sets of benchmarks with different variants of WCA on the data sources. We compare the different variants capability of recreating projects by clustering classes.

The first set will be using both user-names and names-used combined, the second classifies user-names separately
TABLE I
CHosen RePoSiTo ries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Lines of Code</th>
<th>Stars ★</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoMapper/AutoMapper</td>
<td>Data/Cloning</td>
<td>35170</td>
<td>3494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiniProfiler/dotnet</td>
<td>Profiling api</td>
<td>19812</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DotNetOpenAuth/DotNetOpenAuth</td>
<td>Authorization api</td>
<td>182114</td>
<td>1153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspnet/EntityFramework</td>
<td>Object relational mapper</td>
<td>257452</td>
<td>3265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schambers/fluentmigrator</td>
<td>Database migration</td>
<td>61075</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JeremyKramer/FluentValidation</td>
<td>Business objects validator</td>
<td>21075</td>
<td>1368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono/MonoGame</td>
<td>Game development kit</td>
<td>187784</td>
<td>3478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NancyFX/Nancy</td>
<td>Web framework</td>
<td>87145</td>
<td>4071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octokit/octokit.net</td>
<td>Github client library</td>
<td>76813</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenRA/OpenRA</td>
<td>Game engine</td>
<td>105664</td>
<td>3018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShareX/ShareX</td>
<td>Screenshot application</td>
<td>142486</td>
<td>3620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SignalR/SignalR</td>
<td>Web framework</td>
<td>49904</td>
<td>5713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hbons/SparkleShare</td>
<td>File server</td>
<td>13836</td>
<td>3616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wox-launcher/Wox</td>
<td>Application launcher</td>
<td>12978</td>
<td>2854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

★ As of 2016/05/24

from names-used, the third set uses only names-used, while the fourth uses only user-names. These benchmarks will be compared to the ground-truth data using a cluster recovery accuracy metric. We will be using the unbiased Ellenberg measure for cluster similarity, since it has been proven to provide the best results [4], [15]. The results of the first and second benchmark will be compared to the third and fourth to answer our first hypothesis, while the second hypothesis will be answered by comparing the results of the first and second benchmark.

The implementation of our algorithms, the data extractor and the benchmark tests can be found at: https://github.com/davidkron/Clustering.

A. Data sources

The algorithm was tested on open-source systems from GitHub. The repositories were chosen by sorting all repositories with language C# on stars (a popularity measurement) using GitHub’s advanced search. From the top 50 we extracted 15 repositories, with the goal to maximize the diversity of domains and sizes of the sample.

After the original set of repositories was selected we removed all those not fulfilling our inclusion criteria, which were that they needed to 1) be primarily a C# system and 2) include at least two projects in the solution. This resulted in having to remove shadowsocks/shadowsocks-windows (since it contained only one project) from our data set, resulting in the list of repositories you can find in table I. We have published the extracted data at https://github.com/davidkron/parsed-csharp-repos.

B. Data extraction

We used the .NET compiler platform Roslyn to extract an abstract syntax tree and class dependencies from the projects. The projects represent the ground truth data. From the ground truth data we extract all classes and their dependencies, discarding other information such as which project they belong to. These classes and their dependencies are used as input to the clustering algorithm.

C. Validation

We use MojoFM, a clustering recovery metric, to compare the results from the different algorithm variants with the ground truth data [5]. MojoFM has been presented as preferable over the precision-recall metric commonly used in information retrieval and pattern recognition because it is less influenced by the size of the clusters [20]. MojoFM compares two sets of clusters and tells how similar they are to each other by calculating the amount of move and join operations that would be required to turn one into the other. The similarity is presented in a value between 1 and 0, with a value of 1 (or 100%) being identical and a value of 0 being no similarities at all. This allows us to assess the effectiveness of the algorithms by comparing the architecture generated by the algorithm to the original architecture.

For every benchmark, the result of the cluster algorithm is cut using a static cutting algorithm to gain flat clusters (clusters not containing other clusters). This is because MojoFM requires flat clusters, and since WCA outputs hierarchical clusters the results need to be flattened before it can be measured. These flat clusters are then compared to the ground-truth clusters using MojoFM. As mentioned above, this will give numbers on how accurate the different benchmarks are, and allows us to compare them to each other. We will test whether the results are statistically significant using a paired t-test, a test that assesses how statistically different the means of two groups are. We use a paired t-test because the samples (i.e. the variants) are dependent, since they are tested on the same systems. The significance level (α-level) we will use is the commonly used level 0.05.

Unfortunately, the weighted combined algorithm is non-deterministic. In order to mitigate this and get more results that are more reliable we ran the algorithms repeatedly and per repository calculating new averages until new runs produced only difference in the decimals.

D. Validity threats

We deployed the validity threat model by Runeson and Höst where we classify validity threats into the categories construct,
internal, and external validity [21].

1) **Construct validity**: To our knowledge, neither WCA nor MojoFM had been implemented in C# before, and thus we had to implement them ourselves.

Unfortunately, since we were not able to benchmark our WCA implementations against the same dataset as Maqbool and Babri [4], we did run tests on their examples to ensure correctness of our implementation. Furthermore, we used a declarative code style tightly following set theory notation to make it easier to validate code against formulas found in papers.

MojoFM was implemented in Java by its creators, Wen and Tzerpos [5], and to ensure that our implementation of it was done correctly we translated their implementation to C#.

2) **Internal Validity**: One factor that could affect the results of our tests is the cutting algorithm used to flatten the hierarchical tree so that it can be used with MojoFM for comparison. Depending on where the tree is cut the resulting clusters vary both in size and amount. Researchers use different approaches when it comes to finding where to cut, and research has been done to find the best cutting point [22]. Garcia et al. chose to use the ground truth to find the optimal cut, which, while valid for their comparison, we find counterproductive, since usually the ground truth is unavailable when reverse-engineering a system [15]. Maqbool and Babri chose to use three different cuts at 65%, 75%, and 85% of all entities [18] and compared the different cuts.

We chose to cut at the middle of the tree. While this certainly results in less accuracy than using a more optimal cut, we would like to argue that it does not matter for our results since we are not looking for high recovery accuracy. Instead, we are comparing different variants of WCA, and as long as we cut the trees in the same way we can compare the results to find the most accurate variant.

3) **External Validity**: While we implemented our tests in C#, the algorithm is language independent and should provide equal results should it be implemented in another language. In regards to the systems used for testing, we tried to make a selection with as many different types and sizes of systems to maximize the diversity of the selection. Additionally, we are not related to the systems being tested on in any way, which should reduce bias in the results.

### VI. RESULTS

The results of the tests can be found in table II. The first columns is the system tested on, the second column contains the results when user-names and names-used are combined, while the third column contains the results when they are separated. The fourth column contains the results when matching only by names-used, and finally the fifth column is the results when matching only by user-names.

#### A. The effect on accuracy when including user-names

Comparing the second and third columns of table II to the fourth and fifth, we can see that in some cases including both names-used and user-names results in a better accuracy, while in others including only one of the two nets the better result. The largest difference can be found in octokit.net, where the difference between the separated variant and the variant using only names-used is as much as 10.8%. Despite that, the average results of the variations show that the variants are mostly equal, with the largest difference in average accuracy being 0.9%.

Results of paired t-tests:
- Combined and Names-used: \( t(13) = 0.046534, p = 0.9636 \)
- Combined and User-names: \( t(13) = 0.85666, p = 0.4071 \)
- Separated and Names-used: \( t(13) = -0.49975, p = 0.6256 \)
- Separated and User-names: \( t(13) = 0.28957, p = 0.7767 \)

The paired t-tests proves that while the variant used can have a impact on the results, it is not a significant factor in the results. Therefore, we cannot reject our first null hypothesis.

**OBSERVATION #1**: Including user-names in addition to names-used does not increase the accuracy of hierarchical clustering algorithms.
### B. The effect of separating names-used and user-names

Looking at the second and third columns of table II we can see that the difference between the algorithm when names-used and user-names are combined and when they are separated is minor. For some systems the generated architecture has a higher accuracy when names-used and user-names are combined, and for others it is higher when they are separated. The greatest difference can once again be found in octokit.net, where the combined algorithm gave a 46.0% accuracy versus 41.7% from the separated, a difference of 4.3%, but on average the algorithm has only a 0.6% higher accuracy when combined, a negligible difference. The results of a paired t-test proves this: $t(13) = 1.0926$, $p = 0.2944$. Thus, we cannot reject our second null hypothesis either.

**OBSERVATION #2:** Separating names-used and user-names when calculating cluster similarity does not increase the recovery accuracy of hierarchical clustering algorithms.

### VII. DISCUSSION

From our test results we can see that, contrary to our hypotheses, separating names-used and user-names in the weighted combined algorithm does not have a significant impact on the accuracy of the algorithm. We can also see that the variants including both feature types does not give improved results over the names-used only variant. This could possibly be the reason why modern papers like [4] and [15] are not explicit about what kinds of features they include.

Our first assumption was that shared user-names is not a criteria people seem to use when grouping software components. However, when we tested the opposite (i.e. relying only on user-names and ignoring names-used) and also got similar results, we realized this assumption was incorrect. We believe it is rather a case of having a surplus of information in the relation graph. Although one may want to argue that taking more information into account during clustering should increase recovery accuracy, that does not seem to be the case, at least when it comes to adding names-used in addition to user-names features.

### A. Effects of data loss

Because the algorithm exhibited this nature of “stability” where it returns the same result when given less information, we decided to test how the algorithm is affected when removing a percentage of the features. We ran tests on the names-used only variant where we removed 50% and 75% of the features. The removed features were chosen randomly for each iteration, and we ran it for 100 iterations and averaged the results. The results are presented in table III. As can be seen from the results, the algorithm does not provide the same amount of stability when removing features within the variants as when ignoring one feature kind. While in most cases the accuracy drops significantly as expected, it increases in a few, with an increase of over 10% in one case. This is probably related to the phenomenon that too many features can be detrimental to accuracy [23].

### B. Similarity of decompositions

It is important to note that whenever we say the “same result” we mean the same recovery accuracy. This does not necessarily mean the actual recreated clusters are the same, but that the clusters recovered are equal in accuracy towards the ground truth data. For example in the case of DotNetOpenAuth where both variants get around 22% recovery accuracy, it does not necessarily mean that they those 22% represent the same samples of the ground truth data. We therefore ran tests measuring the MojoFM similarity between the decompositions retrieved from the names-used only variant and the user-names only variant.

As can be seen in the results in table IV, the two variants (user-names only and names-used only) produce a similarity above 50% for all systems, which means that for each system the architectures retrieved by the two variants are similar. In other words, we can conclude that most classes that share
names-used also share user-names; hence ignoring one of them gives the same result.

C. Transitivity of agglomerative algorithms

One possible explanation for the similarity of the architectures generated by the names-used only and the user-names only variants is the transitive nature of how agglomerative algorithms resolve clusters. For example, in fig. 3, step 1 depicts a graph where the upper pair of nodes would be seen similar when only looking at their shared names-used features, whereas the lower pair would only be deemed similar when comparing their user-names features. However, after the algorithm has merged the upper pair into a cluster (step 2), both entities in the lower pair will reference the newly created cluster and share the same names-used feature. Hence the lower pair will actually be turned into a cluster in the last iteration of the algorithm (step 3) even when only names-used feature types are taken into consideration.

Because of this transitive nature of the algorithms, many graphs that may seem like they contain clusters that cannot be found can often be resolved if the sub-graph is part of a bigger more complex graph that is resolved first.

D. Computational cost

Maqbool and Babri and Duda et al. states that more features increases the computational cost of the algorithm, something we have also seen during our tests [18], [23]. Since the combined variant puts weaker requirements for a possible feature to be present (i.e. it can be either user-name or a name-used), the combined variant should make a bigger ratio of the possible features present than the rest of the variants, which should have some impact on performance. However, the separated algorithm should produce a much larger set of possible features, which should by far have the biggest performance impact. The best performing variants should thus be the used-names only and user-names only variants. This means the one direction-only variants can be used with roughly the same accuracy for less computational cost.

VIII. Research limitations and future research

Our tests has only been done on systems written in C#, and as such we can only conclude that our results hold true for C# systems. While the algorithm itself does not functionally change between different programming languages, different languages have practices and standards that affect the architecture of systems. It is also common that development tools and frameworks impose certain architectural styles or patterns [24].

We personally think that the results would be similar, if not the same, for systems written in other programming languages. One argument that supports this is that the type of subsystem we target to recover has been projects. We would argue that projects is the type of system decomposition that most closely resembles layers in layered architecture [7]. It hence exhibits the behavior for which the phenomenon, as explained in section III, is most likely to occur. Because we have tested in the scenario optimal for our phenomenon to occur but still do not see the phenomenon occurring, it is highly unlikely that it would occur in other scenarios.

Another subject where future research is needed is how names-used and user-names have an effect on hierarchical divisive clustering algorithms. We did not do any tests on divisive algorithm since it was out of scope for our research, but the results might be similar since both agglomerative and divisive algorithms are hierarchical.

Finally, further research should be done on what it is that causes some systems to have higher accuracy when using both names-used and user-names, and others when using only one of them. As seen in our results (table II), for some of the systems the difference in accuracy between the variants is not minor. Finding the cause of these differences could lead to improved clustering algorithms in the future.

IX. Conclusion

In the discussion we concluded that classifying features differently depending on relationship direction does not have a significant effect on cluster recovery accuracy. We also concluded that this is not an effect caused by clusters more commonly being grouped based on names-used instead of
user-names, but rather an effect of having a surplus of information in the relation graphs, and that there is a similarity between the decompositions retrieved when including only names-used or only user-names features.

We have provided empirical data that, contrary to our own hypotheses and Schwane and Platoß' original proposal, shows that one of the feature variants of names-used and user-names can be safely ignored. This gives the same results in recovery accuracy with less computational cost.
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